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1 Abstract

Experimental measurements are a critical component of model development, as they are needed to
validate the accuracy of the model predictions. Currently, there is a de�ciency in the availability of
experimental data for laser powder bed fusion made parts. Here, two experimental builds of cylindrical
geometry, one using a rotating scan pattern and the other using a constant scan pattern, are designed
to provide post-build distortion measurements. Measurements are made using a coordinate-measuring
machine providing distortion pro�les along the height of the part at four separate locations. Mea-
surements show that for these cylindrical thin wall builds, there is no discernable e�ect on distortion
from using the rotating versus constant scan patterns. Project Pan �nite element modeling software
is used to model each of the experimental builds. The simulation results show good agreement with
experimental measurements of post-build deformation, within a 12% percent error as compared to
experimental measurements. Using the FE model, the e�ect of a �exible versus a rigid substrate on
distortion pro�le are examined. The FE model is validated against in situ experimental measurements
of substrate distortion. The simulated results are used to study stress and distortion evolution during
the build process. Internal stresses calculated by the model throughout the part are used in explaining
the �nal part distortion. The combination of experimental and simulation results from this study show
that the distortion of the top layer is relatively small (less than 30%) throughout the duration of the
build process compared to the peak distortion, which occurs several layers below the most recently
deposited layer. For these geometries once the part is built to a su�cient height, the peak distortion
magnitude does not change.

2 Introduction

Recent developments in additive manufacturing (AM) allow for the rapid production of end-use parts
without the need for signi�cant post-build machining. In particular, the accuracy attainable by laser
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